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Abstract

A class of saturated sum of squares orthogonal fractional replicate plans is pre-

sented to cover a vast number of situations. These results greatly increase the number

and types of fractional replicates available for research investigations. The number of

factors and levels are diverse enough to accommodate almost any situation encoun-

tered in experimentation. Use is made of the sum of squares geometry and factorial

theory to construct these fractions from an r–row by c–column array. Complete sets

of n F–rectangles are used to construct the fractions. Each F–rectangle corresponds

to a factor in the fractional replicate with n factors. Detailed accounts for r–row by

6-column arrays are presented to illustrate the procedure. Lists of fractions available

and number of runs for r–row by 5 column arrays, r–row by 7 column arrays, r–

row by 8 column arrays, and r–row by 9 column arrays are given. Comments about

the general case are presented. Computer codes for constructing complete sets of

F–rectangles, least squares means of levels of factors, and demonstrating the sum

of squares orthogonality for the F–rectangles are shown in the appendices. Using

the codes given, the construction of the fractional replicate plan and the analysis

for the responses obtained are straightforward. Extension to other situations is also

straightforward.
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